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SOCH RANGMANCH is an
institution of art, providing
platforms and opportunities for
all performing and non
performing artisans.

We believe in working as one
team and creating opportunities
for artisans to contribute towards
spreading art.

Create platforms for all the
artisans and promote
experimental theatre and its
formats.

Innovation & Experimental Art
Diversity & Inclusion.
Committment to values &
time.
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 Aapki Awaaz - for performing arts like poetry, creative writing, singing, music, dance,
and likes.
 Meraki Emporio - for non-performing art forms like painting, sketching, craft, and
photography. 
 Soch Brigade - as a CSR arm of Soch Rangmanch, voicing out socio-political issues and
organizing awareness campaigns. 

On behalf of Soch Rangmanch, it is our honor to present to you our sponsorship proposal.

Soch Rangmanch is an institution working towards creating opportunities for artisans
from all fields of art. Celebrating its 9th year of existence and promoting art, it has to its
credit, more than 60 stage productions, and 150+ street theatre presentations. 

More than 400 artists have graduated so far in theatre and several of them, are well
placed in the cinematic world. Several others have opted for costume design, post-
production work, and direction as well.

Since its inception, Soch has set yearly targets for itself to excel in the field of theatre and
have achieved them successfully. Be it establishing itself as a National Level Professional
Theatre Group to producing award-winning productions in national-level theatre festivals.
We have achieved it all.

The year 2020, has been a benchmark, where we took a step up the ladder and widened
the scope of our institution. From just promoting theatre, we established 3 new platforms
for artisans covering both performing and non-performing art. 

1.

2.

3.

We would be honored if you can support our initiatives and projects by
collaborating with our brand for a win-win situation. The amount a sponsor
can contribute is flexible as per different options defined in annexures. 

Thanks for your time and consideration. Looking forward to hear from you soon in positive. 

Sincerely

Soch Rangmanch Team



ADOPT AN INITIATIVE
We at S.O.C.H. (Seminary of Creative Hearts) have more than 16
ongoing initiatives at present. We nurture & build them with
care. Calling for organizations and individuals who can adopt or
co-adopt these initiatives as their own. Our operational expertise
along with your social and financial support will result in a win-
win situation for all stake holders
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Soch Rangmanch has diverse launchpads for our sponsors to
invest time and value on.
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Meaningful entertainment and theater for change. Grooming for
camera and acting skills.

Welcoming flair of talent in creative art via both online and
offline composition.

Painting the canvas with dreams of artisans, craftsmen,
sketchers, photographers and musicians.

A social arm of S.O.C.H. working towards giving back to
the society. Voicing out the societal issues through

various programs
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Redefining theatre, not limiting the action on stage, pioneering
Cafe Theatre and Live Online Theatre. 

Welcoming flair of talent in creative art via both online and
offline composition.

Experience the talks shows with celebrities, experts, and
college students. Sharing their inspiring stories with everyon. 

Online/Offline workshops on diverse topics from experts
and competitions organized in various fields.

Every Launchpad has more than 16 initiatives covered under
following service offerings. 



CSR Activities

Theatre @ Work

Street & Stage Plays

We have collaborated with my brands for Theatre@Work and as
part of their CSR activities. Here are the few of the names to
highlight.
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Our sponsors can opt to collaborate, choosing from one or more
of the options, which best aligns with their goals and vision. 
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Duration Amount

Monthly Rs. 1000.00  onwards

Quarterly Rs. 2500.00 onwards

Half Yearly Rs. 5000.00 onwards

You can choose from any one of the two categories and
accordingly will be provided the takeaways basis the categories
combined. (Refer next page for details)

Annual Rs. 10,000.00 onwards

Bronze

Role Amount

From Rs. 1000.00 till Rs. 2500.00

Silver From Rs. 3000.00 till Rs. 5000.00

Gold From Rs. 5000.00 till Rs. 10000.00

Platinum From Rs. 10,000.00 onwards



Co-branding in social media content of event(s) or initiative(s).

Special mention in the captions and stories on social media.

People from any location can apply for this program. 
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Special mention in the events and a dedicated post on stories for

your brand/products.

Co-branding on e-certificates, if any, for the event or initiative.

Plus everything offered in the bronze category. 

Potential customers reach, by forwarding promotion message to a

specific set of followers/participants/members, of your

product/offer.

Plus everything offered in the silver category. 

Mention of your product/offer and organization as our prime

partners on our website.

Plus everything offered in the platinum category. 



WhatsApp:
+91 95602 33116 (Rajiv)
+91 99923 78526 (Ankita)

Email us: 
sochtheatreteam@gmail.com

Instagram:
@sochtheatregroup
@aapki.awaaz
@sochbrigade
@sochproductions
@meraki_emporio_


